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Abstract

The computation of realistic images requires the accurate simulation of radiant energy exchanges in a scene. The algorithms used to conduct such simulations are usually not restricted to visible light, thus the development of efficient computational techniques is of interest for a wide variety of applications (infrared and radar imaging, radio propagation etc.). Most current realistic rendering algorithms are based either on a deterministic, finite-element type approach (for instance, the radiosity method) or on a stochastic process (Monte Carlo methods). Recent advances in this field have promoted the use of hierarchical data structures and algorithms to represent radiant exchanges at different resolutions. The ability to always select the level of representation most appropriate for each phase of the simulation yields an impressive reduction of the total computational expense for a given accuracy level. Significantly, it also creates truly progressive algorithms that can produce an approximate solution in a very short time, and continuously improve it over time.

This document summarizes a STAR lecture, and presents several hierarchical algorithms in the context of the radiosity method. The most recent clustering techniques, allowing the simulation of very complex scenes, are reviewed. Pending research issues are identified and discussed, in particular the difficult question of error control for hierarchical methods.

1 Rendering and lighting simulation

In the history of computer graphics, the notion of rendering has evolved considerably. In the early days, rendering was about creating a picture of a three-dimensional scene, and dealt primarily with the appearance of each surface, in terms of shading, highlights, transparency and texture. More recently, the quest for realism prompted a new interest in lighting simulation, whereby the global aspects of illumination are investigated: interreflection effects, in particular, play a key role in the general atmosphere of a scene, providing subtle but decisive cues about the threedimensional arrangement of objects.

Interestingly, lighting simulation techniques are now spreading outside research laboratories to become real tools, with practical and industrial applications. As we shall see, two conditions for the effective application of these techniques on “real-world” problems are (a) controlling the quality of the simulation, and (b) harnessing the algorithmic complexity of the calculation.

In this presentation, we are concerned with the simplified problem of lighting simulation for a set of diffuse surfaces. The application to image synthesis is obvious, but applications for other spectral regions are possible, such as thermal infrared, radar, or centimeter waves.

In the case of ideal diffuse surfaces, the balance of radiant energy exchanges in a scene is represented by an integral equation, expressing the radiosity1 at each point:

\[ B(x) = E(x) + \rho_d(x) \int_{y \in S} B(y) \frac{\cos \theta \cos \theta'}{r^2} V(x, y) dy. \] (1)

Notations are illustrated in Figure 1 and will not be further discussed. We shall now focus on particular algorithms, and refer the reader to general books for background material [5, 20].

Figure 1: Geometry of radiant energy exchange.

1.1 The radiosity algorithm

The radiosity method consists of transforming Equation 1 into a linear system of equations of finite size. This can be done by projecting the equation onto a set of basis functions, and looking for the best possible approximation of the solution in the space spanned by these functions. The original radiosity method, for instance, uses a number of surface patches with the assumption of a constant radiosity function across each patch. Coupling coefficients between these patches, called form factors, are evaluated using a variety of numerical methods. The resolution of the linear system of equations then yields a radiosity solution, that is, a set of patch radiosity values. This solution is independent of the viewing conditions, and therefore particularly suited for lighting applications: it is possible to move into the virtual scene at a marginal cost, since the lighting calculation is only performed once.

---
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1 Total (emitted and reflected) flux density radiated at the point.
1.2 Limitations of the plain radiosity method

The main drawback of the radiosity approach is the number of form factors, quadratic in the number of surface patches used. The accuracy of the calculation is directly linked to the minimal size of the surface elements, but dividing the side length of all elements by a factor of 2 results in a 16-fold increase in the number of form factors! Therefore it is impossible in practice to simulate scenes with more than a few thousand surfaces to a reasonable accuracy, by storing a complete matrix of form factors.

A progressive formulation of the radiosity algorithm has been proposed, allowing the visualization of partial results, and avoiding the storage of a full form factor matrix [3, 6]. However the asymptotic complexity for a converged solution is not improved.

Most practical implementations of radiosity for image synthesis applications make use of adaptive meshing techniques, in an attempt to control the growth of the number of surface patches for a given accuracy [4]. Figure 2 shows an example where smaller elements have been generated only in the vicinity of a shadow boundary.

Figure 2: Adaptive subdivision generated along a shadow boundary.

Note also that the computation of form factors entails the evaluation of visibility between pairs of surfaces, a potentially very costly operation. This cost can either be incurred in computation time, or in required memory space, when specific visibility data structures are used [23].

2 Hierarchical formulation of radiosity

The recent introduction of a hierarchical reformulation of the radiosity algorithm has partially solved the dilemma of choosing between accuracy and speed. Its principle is quite simple, and extends the notion of adaptive subdivision to all pairwise interactions.

The modified algorithm uses a hierarchy of representations for a given surface, corresponding to different levels of detail. Let us first discuss the case of constant radiosity patches. In that case, a possible data structure to hold the multi-resolution radiosity information is the quadtree, for quadrilateral elements.

When considering the exchange of energy between two surfaces, the appropriate level of detail can be selected on each surface, allowing to meet the accuracy requirements without wasting resources. In other words, a given surface may be finely subdivided for the accurate simulation of its interaction with nearby objects; however, each of the resulting elements is not necessarily interacting with the entire scene. Instead, exchanges with more distant surfaces are treated at a higher, simplified level [9].

2.1 Form factors and links

The hierarchical radiosity algorithm represents energy exchanges using a network of links between surface patches. Each link represents a radiant interaction and conceptually carries some energy. It can be associated with a block in the form factor matrix between the elements of minimal size, as shown in Figure 3.

![Form factor matrix for a one-dimensional example](image)

Figure 3: Form factor matrix for a one-dimensional example, where \( N \) is the number of elements at the finest level of subdivision. (left) each block corresponds to a link, thus large block represent links between large surface patches, composed of several terminal elements. (right) a view of the form factor matrix for all patches in the hierarchy, including non-terminal patches.

Links are created in a top-down recursive refinement procedure. For each pair of input surfaces, a link is first tentatively created, and passed on to the refinement procedure. The goal of this procedure is to decide whether the interaction can be correctly represented at the current level. A variety of criteria can be used to make this decision, some of which are reviewed in the next section. In cases where the current level is deemed unsatisfactory, one of the patches is subdivided, and four new links (in the case of a quadtree structure) are created with its children, and passed to the refinement procedure. The refinement procedure terminates when all links are “accurate enough” or connect surfaces smaller than a threshold.

An example showing the links generated between a pair of orthogonal polygons is presented in Figure 4. In this particular case the situation of adjacent polygons is independent of scale, therefore the subdivision was halted by the minimum area threshold. Note that each patch in the hierarchy ends up being linked to the same number of other patches. This property is quite general and results in a total number of links linear in the total number of surface elements created. In other words, going back to Figure 3, the number of entries computed in the right-hand matrix (or, equivalently, the number of blocks in the left-hand matrix) is \( O(N) \).

The hierarchical radiosity algorithm proceeds by first refining the set of links, then propagating energy across those links, and finally maintaining the consistency of the representation throughout the hierarchy. The propagation step simply requires traversing the structure and computing the exchange of radiosity across each link, using the associated form factor. The consistency step, also called the Push/Pull procedure, ensures that all elements of the hierarchy have a complete view of the energy physically received, including that received at higher levels of the hierarchy and that received at lower levels.
2.2 Refinement criteria

The core of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm is the link refinement procedure, which decides whether two patches can interact directly, or if it is better to push their interaction down the hierarchy. The subdivision criterion must determine whether the approximation incurred by using the current level is acceptable.

Criteria that have been proposed range from a simple bound on the magnitude of the form factor [8] to the estimation of the impact of the link on a global measure of the solution error [11]. Using the notion of importance [22], the subdivision control process can incorporate view-dependent information, encouraging subdivision in areas that are visible or otherwise contribute to the final result. In general, more elaborate criteria allow a more accurate control of the subdivision, thereby saving the expense of unnecessary refinement [10]. On the other hand, care must be taken that they do not become too costly to evaluate.

Note that the computation of form factors must be done with a flexible algorithm, in order to allow both a crude, but fast, estimation for use in the subdivision criteria, and a more precise calculation at the time of link creation. For this reason ray-tracing based techniques are generally preferred.

2.3 Wavelets

Recent work has shown that the hierarchical radiosity algorithm is equivalent to the use of a simple wavelet basis for the resolution of Equation 1 using finite elements. The value of this angle of view is that it provides a natural avenue for the development of more efficient algorithms using other wavelet bases.

Several researchers have applied the wavelet formalism to the radiosity equation, both for diffuse [7, 14] and non-diffuse [2, 15, 12] surfaces. The use of higher-order basis functions allows a reduction of the number of elements, at the cost of a more expensive calculation for each coupling coefficient. Continuity issues require particular attention when dealing with non-constant basis functions.

2.4 Application to volumes

For the case of scattering volumes, the zonal method, which derives from the radiosity method, can also be reformulated in a hierarchical manner. Notable differences include the possibility of self-links connecting a volume to itself (to represent internal energy exchanges), and the likely inhomogeneous character of high-level volumes. This second aspect requires a slight modification of the push/pull procedure [17]. Figure 5 shows an example scene where surfaces and volumes are integrated in a single hierarchy.

3 Clustering techniques

Analyzing the complexity of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm shows that the total number of links, while linear in the total number of hierarchical elements created, remains quadratic in the number of input surfaces (since each pair requires an initial link). Therefore it is very efficient for scenes where a small number of large surfaces exchange energy. However it does not allow the simulation of scenes containing many small objects, with little need for hierarchical subdivision. Unfortunately, this type of scene is frequently found in architectural simulation, as soon as furniture and objects of daily life are incorporated.
3.1 Building and using clusters

The idea of using a simplified representation of the radiant properties of a collection of surfaces was first applied in the context of Monte Carlo simulation [13]. Manually constructed clusters were assigned equivalent reflectance properties, and were used to solve a simplified global illumination problem. This intermediate solution was then used as the basis of an image-based Monte Carlo calculation, providing the secondary illumination component.

In the context of radiosity, early attempts separated the scene into sub-components, and later combined the corresponding solutions [24, 1]. In order to efficiently reduce the complexity of the radiosity algorithm in cases with many small objects, a complete hierarchy can be created, grouping nearby objects in clusters that can directly exchange energy[16, 21]. In order for the method to be applicable to general scenes, it is important that the hierarchy of clusters be constructed automatically. Current algorithms employ either contents-based strategies (such as hierarchies of bounding volumes [18]) or fixed subdivision methods (octrees or k-d trees). The latter have several algorithmic advantages but typically generate clusters that are less suited to accurate error estimation.

Figure 6 illustrates the notion of cluster, and shows links from the selected cluster to other surfaces (in this case, light sources). By establishing links at the cluster level, it was possible to avoid considering the detailed cluster contents.

3.2 Algorithmic complexity

Subdivision criteria for links between clusters can be more complex than between surfaces: for instance one possibility is to compute a bound on the transferred energy by enumerating each cluster’s contents. For two clusters containing \( p \) and \( q \) objects, respectively, such an enumeration requires \( O(p + q) \) work, as opposed to the \( O(pq) \) work required in a naive radiosity approach.

Clustering effectively reduces the algorithmic complexity (in terms of the number of links) to \( O(n \log n) \) for \( n \) input surfaces, thereby paving the way for efficient simulation in very complex scenes. In particular, a continuous range of variation is now possible for the accuracy of the results. Crude images can be produced very quickly (in a matter of seconds, for scenes containing over 10000 surfaces) and refined over time. This capability is especially useful for design applications.

3.3 Multiresolution visibility

While clustering successfully reduces the number of links, each of these links still requires the calculation of visibility information, a costly operation in general.

When a hierarchy of clusters is available, it can be used to perform visibility calculations in a multi-resolution manner: shadows are only computed down to a given level of detail, as specified by the user [18]. This is done by exploiting an analogy between a cluster of surfaces and a semi-transparent volume [17].

Figure 7 shows an example of the multi-resolution visibility paradigm. The algorithm was run on a scene with the same energy-based error threshold each time, but with different levels of detail requested in the shadows. Note that shadow detail is effectively traded for speed.
3.4 Radiance calculation

Hierarchical radiosity can be expressed in a unified manner for diffuse surfaces and isotropic scattering volumes, as shown in [17]. However, the ideal case of isotropic scattering does not exist in practice. Similarly, when using object clusters, it cannot be safely assumed that they behave as isotropic scatterers. Even if all surfaces are diffuse, a cluster containing some of them will reflect light in a directional manner. This is the reason why all surfaces in a cluster should be considered individually when estimating the cluster’s contribution to an energy transfer.

Clustering radiosity can also be extended to explicitly represent such directional dependencies. By storing a directional distribution of radiant intensity with each cluster, it is possible to estimate energy transfer simply by querying these distributions [19]. In addition, the same formalism allows the consistent treatment of non-diffuse surfaces. Figure 8 shows the directional distribution of radiant intensity for a cluster of surfaces.

Figure 8: Plot of the directional distribution of radiant intensity for a cluster of glossy surfaces illuminated by a light source.

4 Conclusions and research directions

The introduction of hierarchical algorithms for quantitative lighting simulation has been a major step towards the actual diffusion and usage of simulation techniques. Applications for the research performed in this area go beyond the lighting problem since, for instance, clustering techniques can be very useful in modeling. Many algorithms need to be improved however, and research on this subject is likely to remain active in coming years. Examples of open problems are the analysis of the relative performance of the various subdivision criteria, the definition of better quantitative criteria based on error estimates, or the use of wavelets on triangular domains.
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